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Life

2017-06-27

cynthia rylant and brendan wenzel explore the beauty and tenacity of life life begins small then
grows there are so many wonderful things about life both in good times and in times of struggle
through the eyes of the world s animals including elephants monkeys whales and more cynthia
rylant offers a moving meditation on finding beauty around us every day and finding strength in
adversity brendan wenzel s stunning landscapes and engaging creatures make this an inspiring
and intriguing gift for readers of all ages

All in a Day

2017-05-02

this lovely book illuminates all the possibilities a day offers the opportunities and chances that won
t ever come again and also delivers a gentle message of good stewardship of our planet newbery
medal winner cynthia rylant s poetic text alongside nikki mcclure s stunning meticulously crafted
cut paper art makes this book not only timeless but appealing to all ages from one to one hundred

Rosetown

2018-05-08

eloquent and resonant poignantly underscores the significance of family friendship and home
publishers weekly starred review gentle and old fashioned in the best sense a little gem about
small town life booklist starred review a sweet story for children dealing with change kirkus
reviews from newbery medalist cynthia rylant comes the charming story of nine year old flora
smallwood and the eventful year she spends in the quiet community of rosetown indiana for nine
year old flora smallwood rosetown indiana is full of surprises many of the best of which happen at
the wing and a chair used book shop where she loves to read vintage children s books after school
in the faded purple chair by the window but lately those surprises haven t been so good her dear
old dog laurence recently passed away not long after her parents decided to take a breather from
their marriage and now flora has to move back and forth between their two houses plus she s just
begun fourth grade and it is so much different than third luckily flora has two wonderful friends
one old and one new and with them around to share thoughts and laughs and adventures big and
small life in rosetown still has many sweet moments and even some very happy surprises
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Dog Heaven

2010-11-01

a comforting and playful exploration of a beloved dog s journey after a happy life on earth in
newbery medalist cynthia rylant s classic bestseller the author comforts readers young and old
who have lost a dog recommended highly by pet lovers around the world dog heaven not only
comforts but also brings a tear to anyone who is devoted to a pet from expansive fields where dogs
can run and run to delicious biscuits no dog can resist rylant paints a warm and affectionate picture
of the ideal place god would of course create for man s best friend the first picture book illustrated
by the author dog heaven is enhanced by rylant s bright bold paintings that perfectly capture an
afterlife sure to bring solace to anyone who is grieving

Missing May (Scholastic Gold)

2013-06-25

this critically acclaimed winner of the newbery medal joins the scholastic gold line which features
award winning and beloved novels includes exclusive bonus content ever since may summer s
aunt and good as a mother for the past six years died in the garden among her pole beans and
carrots life for summer and her uncle ob has been as bleak as winter ob doesn t want to create his
beautiful whirligigs anymore and he and summer have slipped into a sadness that they can t shake
off they need may in whatever form they can have her a message a whisper a sign that will tell
them what to do next when that sign comes summer with discover that she and ob can keep
missing may but still go on with their lives

Every Living Thing

2011-02-22

here are twelve deeply moving short stories from the perceptive pen of cynthia rylant each
captures the moment when someone s life changes when an animal causes a human being to see
things in a different way and perhaps changes his life

Best Wishes

1992

a collection of eight short stories in which a variety of special characters experience the
transfiguring power of love
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A Couple of Kooks and Other Stories about Love

1990

cynthia rylant s lyrical descriptions of the sights and feelings evoked by falling snow blend
gorgeously with the rich and beautiful world created by lauren stringer s illustrations in which a
young girl her friend and her grandmother enjoy the many things a snowy day has to offer

Snow

2017-12-05

describes the autumn activities and traditions that november s cooling temperatures bring

In November

2008

from acclaimed and beloved creators cynthia rylant and sergio ruzzier comes a cozy and quirky
picture book that reminds us of all the wonderful things we have to be thankful for we give
thanks for apple trees and bushes filled with roses we give thanks for nice warm soup and fires to
warm our toeses follow two sweet friends as they zip around town talking to all their pals about
the things they love the pair may even have a plan cooking to show everyone their gratitude
with its themes of thankfulness and inclusion this playfully illustrated story is the perfect read for
thanksgiving or for any day of the year

We Give Thanks

2021-09-07

a child paints with an artist friend who sees and paints only whales

All I See

1994

from a newbery medal winning author a look at life from a scarecrow s point of view
accompanied by magnificent illustrations school library journal scarecrows they perch high above
gardens and fields with borrowed coats and button eyes and pie pan hands that glint in the sun
what else is there to know about them perhaps more than we realize newbery medalist cynthia
rylant s rich and poignant story powerfully illustrated by lauren stringer will resonate deeply in
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the hearts of readers who just might find themselves seeing the world in a whole new way
rylant lyrically imagines the scarecrow as a grateful witness to life while the acrylic paintings
evoke a warm even nostalgic sense of plenty publishers weekly rylant uses casual conversational
language with simple elegance and pleasing rhythms school library journal rylant is in fine form
kirkus reviews

Scarecrow

2015-11-17

publisher description

Something Permanent

1994

newbery medalist cynthia rylant and two time caldecott honoree marla frazee imagine a god
living among us in this spirited and moving collection of illustrated poems what if god was living
a human existence what might god do to pass the time write a fan letter get a desk job make
spaghetti take a bath get a dog a sublime book for all ages god got a dog celebrates the simple
things in our world while taking a long close look at what it means to be human the soft reflective
and often humorous words and pictures create a glimpse into everyday life through wide and
wondering eyes that blends the familiar with the profoundly spiritual these poems were
originally published by harpercollins without illustrations as part of a larger collection entitled god
went to beauty school 2003

God Got a Dog

2013-10-29

it s a grand experience this set of poems this rumination on the cat and the human condition school
library journal boris is a big gray cat who loves sleeping and playing and exploring and hunting
and his owner loves him for all of his simple cat ways but boris typical as he may be is part of a
much larger story in this moving exploration of love longing compassion and most of all the
continuous give and take of companionship newbery medal recipient cynthia rylant s powerful
collection of poems is sure to find its place in the hearts of readers of all ages especially those who
have been lucky enough to experience the many joys and hardships that come with true
friendship makes a great introduction for readers not comfortable with poetry the poems tell an
accessible compelling story warm and tender the horn book with characteristic sensitivity rylant
addresses one of her cats in a set of conversational free verse poems recalling the day she brought
him and his sister home from the humane shelter warning him about predatory eagles
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congratulating him on bonding rather than battling with a new neighbor s cat and on surviving a
solitary jaunt into the surrounding woods kirkus reviews this can be appreciated for the sway of
the writing or for its celebration of cats booklist

Boris

2015-02-17

nine year old cousins rosie lily and tess make a neighborhood newspaper celebrating all their
friends on cobble street

Some Good News

2001-06

this joyous celebration of a cat s journey after a happy life on earth by the newbery medalist will
kindle sighs even from the feline indifferent kirkus reviews the way to cat heaven is a field of
sweet grass where crickets and butterflies play with a gentle playful rhyme newbery medalist
cynthia rylant explores all the ways our beloved cats enjoy cat heaven as she did for dogs in the
bestselling companion book dog heaven her shining artwork illustrates a world of peace for cats in
heaven where no tree is too tall for exploring where there is no lack of angels laps for sleeping if
your child wonders where his or her kitty goes after a happy life on earth they can rest assured
that all cats know where the angel cats fly they ll run past the stars and the moon and the sun to
curl up with god in the sky the visual impact of the book is stunning whether read as a story to
younger children or used in a discussion of the nature of heaven with older ones this deceptively
simple sweet book is rewarding school library journal

Meet Cynthia Rylant

2006

brownie feels shy about going to a birthday party in this charming pre level 1 ready to read story
so her cat pearl is brave for both of them brownie and pearl are heading out on the town for a
birthday party there will be friends and presents and games and treats it s going to be so much fun
but when they arrive brownie feels shy about ringing the doorbell will pearl be able to revive
her stepping out spirit this delightfully adorable story originally published as a picture book is now
a pre level 1 ready to read that s perfect for reading aloud with emerging readers
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Cat Heaven

2010-11-01

in this animal adventure from newbery medal winning author cynthia rylant stumpy squirrel
has just settled into a new nest in a magnificent pin oak in gooseberry park it s the perfect spot for
her babies to be born when they arrive healthy and strong stumpy s three good friends a labrador
retriever a wise hermit crab and a bat who eats chinese food are thrilled but after a terrible ice
storm destroys the pin oak stumpy disappears it takes a special combination of courage humor and
tenacity for stumpy s friends to rescue her babies and bring her home again arthur howard s black
and white illustrations illuminate the companions adventures throughout

Brownie & Pearl Step Out

2011-08-23

the bunnies ducks dogs and other everyday pets enjoy sleeping in the sun eating and making
noise

Gooseberry Park

2007

henry tries to read while his puppy mudge tries to get him to play

Everyday Pets

1993

pandora the cat becomes a lighthouse keeper and saves the life of seabold the dog and together the
two of them create a family with three young mice rescued from the sea

Puppy Mudge Wants to Play

2005-06

living with his grandfather on an island off british columbia orphaned ten year old daniel feels
deep loneliness until the night he meets a mermaid whose identity he tries to learn
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The Storm

2003

during a big snow mr putter decides to write a mystery novel but what he ends up with is
entirely different

The Islander

1999-10-01

the story of a woman s life in a hardscrabble coal mining town written in narrative poetry

Mr. Putter and Tabby Write the Book

2005-08

the world is filled with so many wonderful things birds that fly through the sky and peaches that
grow on trees spiders spinning webs and cats napping in windows fresh baked bread and new
fallen snow and then there s the most wonderful thing of all you

Ludie's Life

2006

this idea packed resource is rich in activities routines and interactive reproducibles to help
children boost comprehension build fluency and study the writer s craft to inspire and improve
their writing before reading discussion ideas tap prior knowledge introduce vocabulary and teach
prediction skills after reading activities give children practice in using text and picture clues
sequencing retelling and analyzing text features and story elements also includes lessons for series
books an author profile and more for use with grades k 2

The Wonderful Happens

2003-11-01

describes the autumn activities and traditions that november s cooling temperatures bring

Teaching Reading with Cynthia Rylant Books

2009-08
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on the halfpipe with tony hawk

In November

2000

living with his grandfather on an island off british columbia orphaned ten year old daniel feels
deep loneliness until the night he meets a mermaid whose identity he tries to learn

The Beautiful Stories of Life

2009-04-17

the relatives come to visit from virginia and everyone has a wonderful time

The Islander

1998

from newbery medalist cynthia rylant and illustrator arthur howard comes the third book in the
beloved gooseberry park middle grade series kona the labrador and gwendolyn the hermit crab
love how much it s been raining in gooseberry park but the weather brings trouble to their home
when a lost bobcat kitten is swept down from the mountain and away from his family murray the
bat rescues the cub but to bring him home kona and murray will have to venture beyond the
comfort and safety of their beloved park and prepare themselves to say goodbye to their young
new friend

The Relatives Came

1993-07-31

the adventures of henry and his big dog mudge

A Kitten in Gooseberry Park

2023-03-21

the text from the king james bible will be very familiar to many readers but rylant s artwork
makes the story fresh and offers a unique new visual perspective
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Henry and Mudge

1996-06

tulip sees america pb

Nativity

2017-09-19

the wonderful things about a house

Tulip Sees America

2002

henry and his puppy mudge search to find mudge s missing favorite blanket

Let's Go Home

2005-10-01

life with only the sea can be lonely just ask pandora and seabold they ve lived most of their lives
with the sea pandora in a lighthouse and seabold on a boat and they re each quite used to being
alone or they were but one day the sea did something extraordinary it brought pandora and
seabold together and even better the sea gave them the ingredients for an adventure that neither
of them had considered before an adventure called family

Puppy Mudge Loves His Blanket

2005-07

The Storm

2012-07-17
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